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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

5.1 Conclusion 

The conclusion can obtain from this research which is conducted on BAPSI of 

Brawijaya University as following: 

1. The activities that occur on administration process have a composition of 63% 

value added activity (VA), 21% non-value added but necessary activity 

(NNVA), and 16% non-value added activity. 

2. Wastes from the administration process in BAPSI are defects, waiting, not 

utilizing employees knowledge, skills and abilities, transportation, motion, and 

excess processing. And for the most influential wastes are not utilizing 

employees knowledge, skills and abilities waste and transportation waste. 

3. Critical to quality (CTQ) for not utilizing employees knowledge, skills and 

abilities waste are employees who usually come late or absent, educational 

background and the current job is inappropriate, and lack of training provided 

for employees. While CTQ for transportation waste are documents 

unnecessarily archived and over-evaluation of the document. 

4. On the measure phase, measurement of capability value that happen in the 

administration process based on not utilizing employees knowledge, skills and 

abilities waste amounted 2.33 sigma and 1.99 sigma value for the 

transportation waste. 
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5. Based on RCA and FMEA, for not utilizing employees knowledge, skills and 

abilities waste, it is known the cause of employees who usually come late or 

absent is because lack of employees discipline, then the CTQ of educational 

background and the current job is inappropriate caused by less selective 

recruitment, and for CTQ of lack of training provided for the employees occur 

because of the passive employees concerning with a training information. 

While on transportation waste, CTQ of documents unnecessarily archived 

only caused by one factor, which is excessive authority, and CTQ of over-

evaluated document is caused by over-cautious employees in preparing certain 

documents. 

6. There are 3 improvement suggestions to reduce the waste, they are: 1) 

Scheduling socialization, 2) Conducting a training, 3) Clarified more about 

reward and punishment. 

5.2 Research Limitation 

This research has some limitations as following: 

1. The research only focusing on the administration process of physical planning, 

makes the other waste that occur on another division of BAPSI could not be 

found. 

2. The research is conducted on a small environment, thus it cause a limitation in 

explaining the root cause and solution of BAPSI services. 

3. The researcher has a limited time and data for conducting the research, 

causing some data analysis cannot explain deeper and clearer. 
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5.3 Recommendation 

Recommendation from the author that can use as an advice in conducting the 

next research in BAPSI of Brawijaya University as follows: 

1. It is better not only focusing on 1 service process while conducting the next 

research, if applicable, all aspect of service process should be analyze and also 

widen the research scope. 

2. The next research will able to perform until control phase, so the success of 

improvement suggestion can be proved. 


